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About This Content

*NOTE* This pack is available in the in-game store under the Marketplace tab. You are strongly recommended to find the
product there and make your purchase from within the game.

In order to be able to use this add-on livery product, you MUST first own the BR Class 20 Loco Add-On. If you check in the in-
game store it will verify if you own it before you purchase.

The Bo-Bo Class 20 ‘Chopper’ is now available for Train Simulator in BR Blue livery.

Built initially from 1957 to 1962, and then again from 1966 until 1968, the 228 locomotives in the Class were designed to haul
freight, but were often pressed into service during the summer months on seaside specials.

Known by their nickname ‘Choppers’, a name derived from the distinctive beat that the engine produced under load and
resembling the sound of a helicopter, the Class 20’s relatively low power output – 1,000 horsepower – saw many operate in pairs
across the British rail network. This was also due to the poor visibility caused by their long nose, which saw the locomotives run

almost exclusively cab first.
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Title: BR Blue Class 20 Add-On Livery
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
RailSimulator.com
Publisher:
Dovetail Games
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® XP / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian
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This game is about a birthday. The birthday does not happen to be good; in fact, it's quite the opposite! Yes, this birthday is bad.
For example, a typical "good" birthday would not cause you to somehow die from opening a door. Or cause you to fall through
solid earth into an abhorrently dark cavern full of water, bat noises, and stretched out textures. While I have only played 0.3
hours so far, and gotten to the part of the game where elderly men show me their teeth until I die, I can confidently proclaim
this game lives up to its name, and if you come into this experience expecting a good birthday... boy howdy will you find
yourself sorely mistaken!

Also I've found that doing a lot of drugs before playing this helps. no content, no updated in 3 years. Great couch coop fun..
This is a fun FPS that is reminiscent of the Battlefield franchise (though not as good)
Pros:
- Good variety of weapons and equipment
- A nice selection of drivable and flyable vehicles
- Campaign is fun and engaging with multiple mission types
- In most mission you get backup and don't have to run it solo
- The AI is acceptable

Cons:
- Campaign is too short
- Online future doesn't work anymore
- Compatibility issues
- Story is generic and hollow

Also, don't forget about the bonus mission that you can unlock in game!
. Paying for few extra items in a Single player game changes the game concept, which is never good.. Is a prototype, nothing
more. But its free and it's nice to see the tough process of the developers.. a completely quality game, alot better than Hello
Kitty Island in my opinon. even better, it's free! come play with your friends and spam the n-word every time you die. it's all in
good fun!. Bought it for support , brilliance like this needs it !. This game is so hard...yet so fun. Tongue in cheek style.. Very
good game, after playing this masterpiece, my IQ of 1 boosted all the way to 300. Very great story line. Highly recommend you
download if you want to a s c e n d.
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Great little game...my kids and I really enjoyed it. A nice point-and-click with hidden object elements. Very nice voice acting
and bright, cheery graphics. Doesn't overstay its welcome.. Definitely a game worth buying. If you enjoy twin stick shoot
everything you see games and the perfect music to destroy things to, then get this game. It's very challenging and very fun.. 1.
Terrible user interface

2. And when you launch the interface it puts your purchased table\/s all the way at the bottom,
  making you scroll through all their locked purchasable tables first.

3. There's a bug where the interface starts to zoom in when you click the free Arnold table with your mouse.
  (and even though this bug has been known for months it's still not fixed!)

And I'm not too sure about the physics in the tables either, just feels off somehow.. Back in late 1999 to 2002ish, I spend over
thousands hours playing this game. One of the best Strategy games to date and still is. I decided to pick it up again few months
ago. It is indeed quite enjoyable. This game never disappoint. Graphics still looking great all of these years. Lastly, the best part
about it, it works flawless on Linux! A++. Finally, a way to change the winter mechanic I found tedious after a few
playthroughs. The new faction takes advantage of the seasons to its fullest extent. As someone who has owned all the DLC but
hasn't played since vanilla was launched, this expansion has brought a lot of depth and enjoyment to the game.

An absolute must own for any Endless Legend fan looking to flesh out an already amazing base game.. Love this game!
Challenging but a heap of fun and excitement and nostalgically brings me back to the retro games I played growing up.. Needs
crash bug fixed. Game crashes a lot. Validated game and re-installed everything appears good and loads fine and can play it,
then after about 20-30 minutes it randomly crashes. Have played it 4 times crashed 3 of them so far. Love this game and this
needs to be fixed asap.
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